
Ignoring the red flags may be
detrimental to your business
more than you think

engagely ai

Make a bigger impact by

with

Turning manual workflaws into
automated workflows

Email Automation

No more annoying customers by sending several emails that are not tailored to them as you can
seamlessly acquire, engage, and retain your customers using Engagely.ai’s smart Email Automation 
equipped with Relevancy and Immediacy.

Engagely.ai’s Email automation- the saviour for your business is here. The powerful tool can help you grow 
your business by eliminating time and resources spent on manual processes of emailing with timely,
personalized, and hyper-relevant AI powered responses. So, that your teams could use that time to focus 
on more meaningful work, such as in-depth customer relationship building.

Managing the increasing volume of
customer emails

Poor customer engagement due to
lack of personalization

Time consuming processes due to
manual workflows

Higher operational costs

Reduced efficiency and productivity

Inability to handle time sensitive
communication

Fret not!



Seize every opportunity to amaze and delight customers
while improving your business KPIs

80%
Email automation

90%
Accuracy in
responses

40%
Decrease in

customer support cost

20%
Increase in CSAT

Sentiment
Analysis

Understands the
sentiment of the user

5

Journey
Executes the journey

based on intent, entity,
category and sentiment
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Processing
Pass the information

to APIs, talk to backend
system to get

information including
attachments
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Response
Puts all the information
in the email, attach the
documents if required
send the email to the

user
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Read Email
The bot reviews the

email and analyses its
origin and other

pertinent informtion

1

Email Cleaning
Removes extra

characters, html tags,
greetings, disclaimers,

spell-check and
correction

2

Information
Extraction

Intent identification,
entity extraction
and information

extraction
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Categorization
It categorizes the email

in service, support,
grievance, etc.
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Right from the incoming e-mail to sending
the closure response

Transitioning
from robotic to
real replies with
smart Email
Automation



Intent
Identification

Detect multiple intents and entities in the query, construct a tailormade 
response for each intent, and respond in a structured form.

Cross-channel
Context Retain

Connect with your customers on their prefered channels while moving conversations of 
an open ticket from email to other channels and vice versa without losing context.

Structured
Responses

Analyze the unstructured body in the email to find the list of queries that the customer 
needs assistance for, and reply in a structured form.

Seamless
Integration

Seamlessly integrate with underlying legacy systems, existing email ticketing systems and 
CRM tools along with attaching the documents/images or videos in the email transactions 
between the customer and the Email Bot. 

Smooth transition
between Bot and
Human Agent

The bot can assign tickets for complex queries to the agents using existing or our very own 
mail ticketing systems. While bot is getting trained and improving itself for future
communications, it can automate, categorize, perform sentiment analysis and suggest 
agents for empathized replies to customer queries. 

Exquisite features of Engagely.ai that will incentivize you to
make the digital leap

Low-Code

Omnichannel

Multilingual

UI based API Integration Engine

Journey Orchestration Engine

Banking-Grade Security

Advanced Analytics

Easy to use interface

Lightning-Fast Go Live

Why Engagely.ai

Contextual
conversations

Passionate team
with domain
knowledge

Banking grade
security

Customer
success approach

Lightning fast
Go-Live

Easy creation with 
low code builder
platform

Seamless integration with your enterprise eco-system of CRM’S and software using API’S

Deployment as per your preference i.e. cloud, on-prem or hybrid

Present in 10+ Countries I Trusted by 150+ Customers I Serves 10+ Industries I Present on 35+ Modern Enterprise Channels

Cloud On-Prem Hybrid

hello@engagely.ai +91 22 6060 6144 www.engagely.ai

and many more...


